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[This Bronco slips in
the Bes polls from
number one to number two]

SENIORS SET TO
SRY GOODBYE

SBSU hlef f Staff resigns
year. "Senate hasn't done anything. They should be more proactive," she said. MaGee expressed
concerns over the upcoming student fee hearings. MaGee said
Senate needs to investigate where
the money goes and where it's
coming from.
MaGee also said she thinks
ASBSU President David Morriss
has been overreaching his bounds

MaGee -says 'Senate hasn't done anything'
BY MONICR

PRICE

News Editor

ASBSU Chief of Staff Pamela
MaGee will serve her last day
Friday. MaGee says she can no
longer continue to serve the administration because they are

and Executive have not come out
one way or another," said MaGee.
Senate has been rewriting an
anti-Taco Bell resolution for over
a month. "We missed our window
of opportunity," said MaGee.
Senate has been in a lame duck
session since the beginning of the

failing to represent students.
"Ifeel like Senate and [Executive
are] not representing the students," MaGee said.
According to MaGee, ASBSU
should have taken a stand on the
Taco Bell Arena because it's a hot
button issue for students. "Senate

RSBSU
Chief of
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MeGee.
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BSU students -collect
pop tabs for Ronald
McDonald House

Bron 0 protesters .look
ift hor e in the mouth

community. Mandy Dancer, one
of the students working on the
project, said that her group wantDo you drink pop? If you do, ed to find a project that would inyour help is needed. A group corporate BSU.
"We wanted to show families
of students is working to raise
that
the Boise community and
money for the Ronald McDonald
Boise State cares," said Dancer,
House by collecting pop tabs
who likes working with Ronald
around campus.
The Ronald McDonald House McDonald House Charities because she enjoys the feeling of
is the only worldwide program
that provides families of seri- helping kids and families in the
ously ill children a place to stay community.
The group encourages students
when prolonged hospitalization
away from home is required for to help them and the Ronald
their treatment. There are cur- McDonald House Charities by
saving their pop tabs and derently over 200 Ronald McDonald
positing them in the collection
Houses around the world that
boxes.
help house over 5,000 families
The collection boxes will be
each night.
around campus until the end of
However, in order to keep the
.
program running, the Ronald the semester.
The tabs are then taken to
McDonald House Charities rely
Boise Recycling where they are
on community support.
recycled
for cash. Last year the
All it takes for students to help
is to save their pull tabs from alu- organization recycled 5,~05,800
tabs.
minum cans and drop them into
Withonlyfourrooms, the Idaho
collection containers on recyRonald McDonald House was the
cling bins around campus. These
smallest in the world when it
bins can be found around campus
was opened in 1988. The Idaho
including in the Multipurpose
house, which has since expandBuilding, the Education Building,
ed to house 19 families, has sheland the SUB.
The containers were put up by tered over 4,700 families since its
opening. Anyone interested in
five students as part of a small
learning more about the Ronald
group project for a communicaMcDonald House Charities, or
tion class. One of the requirements for the class was to pick' making donations, can call Mary
Hansen at 376-7620.
a project that would benefit the
BY CRROLYN
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More than thirty people
gathered outside - of a Taco
Bell restaurant on Broadway,
Wednesday, to protest the
sale of Boise State University's
Pavilion naming rights to a local Taco Bell franchisee.
The group stood outside
for around two hours during
lunchtime holding signs that
addressed
concerns
about
Taco Bell's national reputation
and allegations of slave-labor
conditions on farms where
some of the restaurant chain's
tomatoes are grown.
The group says the decision
to align BSU with the Yum!
Brands Food subsidiary may
have negative implications for
the university and its status.
Yum! has been linked to alleged slave labor practices on .
the farms where some of Taco
Bell's tomatoes are grown.
"BSU is on the rise. We have
a rising football team, a rising
basketball team and recently,
a statue titled 'Rising Star' was
donated to us," says ASBSU
Senator-at-Large
Tabielle
"Belle" Antchekov. "We as a
university need to think about
what kind of rise we are going
to have:'
Protesters
represented
such organizations as Idaho
Progressive Student Alliance,
the Campus Greens, and OELA
by carrying anti-Taco Bell signs
reading "No Quiero Taco Bell"
and "Boot the Bell:'
Antchekov is a co-sponsor
of an ASBSU Senate resolution calling for a reversal of
the naming rights sale based
on Taco Bell's reported refusal
to devote more than marginal
energies to amending their
purchasing practices. Senator
Ramiro Castro says he also
wants to boot the bell. He says
the protests can further their
cause and that vocal citizens
can "apply pressure to Taco
Sea Bell (paga 3]

by appointing senators to committees,
Student government has four
months to get their act together
and start representing student's
interests first, said MaGee.
"I'm sad, ASBSU has been my
heart and soul for the last two
years. It's time for me to move

MICHRUO

News Editor

\

Apply and JET to Japan
consulate general of Japan in
Portland, Ore. "Housing is subsidized to them and participants
Last year, almost 3,000 people
don't have to pay taxes in Japan,"
from the U.S. worked in Japan
said Ensley. Transportation costs
through the Japan Exchange and
are also taken care of by the proTeaching Program.
gram.
The deadline for those wishing
The purpose of the JETProgram
to spend next year in Japan as an
assistant language teacher or co- is to increase mutual understandordinator for international rela- ing between Japan and other nations and to improve foreign lantions is Dec.I,
guage education. Promoting inApplicants must have a bachelor's degree or obtain one by July ternational exchange at the local
I, 2005. Applications and more level by establishing ties between
Japanese youth and foreign youth
information can be obtained
through the Career Center or on- is part of their goal.
For more information call Tim
line at www.us.emb-japan.go.jp.
Pay is 3,600.-000 Yen per an- Ensley at 503-221-1811 at the emnum. "That ranges to about 3,000 bassy in Portland or e-mail him
dollars a month," said Tim Ensley, at tensley@cgjpdx.org.
By Rrblter
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Bush filling Cabinet posts unth longtime supporters
president is well established, to
Powell was just the latest examthe president's political ascent.
pie.
"It reinforces the concept of put loyalists in positions like that.
You're done reaching out," said
Knight Ridder Newspepers
Critics worry thatthe trend
group think and reduces the inGeorge Edwards III,Jl presidential
WASHINGTON-President Bush choke off dissenting voices in an flow of new ideas," said Shirley
scholar at Texas A&MUniversity.
istighteninghisaireadycfoseciradministration known for disci- Anne Warshaw, a presidential
White House spokesman Scott
cle of advisers in his second term pline, message management and
scholar at Gettysburg College in McClellan bristled at suggestions
by putting loyalists in charge of. a tendency to equate dissent with Pennsylvania. "These are loyal- that Bush wants to close off intermajor government agencies.
disloyalty, Most of the departing
ists."
nal debate.
Freed from political calculasecretaries came to the Bush ad-'
But Warshaw said the person"That's a very uninformed view
tions in picking Cabinet secretarministration with their own pow- nel changes would help Bush fo- of how this White House operles, Bush is turning to old friends
er bases. making it easier for them
cus attention and energy on his
ates," he said. "He's· always been
from Texas arid trusted aides to to stand up to the president and
second-term agenda. Other preslsomeone who has welcomed a
run the federal bureaucracy. His his closest advisers.
.' dents,' including Ronald Reagan.
seiection Tuesday of national sc •... The!.rr~p)acemen~t.Cll.4 t()be
have matieslmilar moves in their
cunty adviser Condoleezza Rice steadfast Bush supporters whose . secohdlermscj"""-;;":'
'....
. ..
.. · .. ~8~.•
to replace Secretary of State Colin - careers are inextricably linked to
"It's not .~common;once
a
BY RON HUTCHESON
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dren aged less than 6 months. If you
are included in one or more of these
groups, and you would like to receive
a flu shot, please call the health center
at 426-1459.

Fightiif 'birclnujah '
· ~~I;\\"\.
U .S. troopS{,:~\
r
dwmaIi&:as
.
.
l'~ .,~\~m:.tlP Up offensive,\~l
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Iraq- U.S. trooW-puI: \ •
sued fbtb'e' remaining few but re{Il:'1
ctous rebels in Fallujah, attemptingt~':: ?
w:tllP\;tp.. ihe}wfti~~·\\VJ1l'W1\&Ib.lng
ground and ai,r ...assault on the insurgent stronghold:
At least 3BAmerican troops and six
Iraqi soldiers have been killed in the
Fallujah offensive, dubbed Operation
Dawn, which began Nov. 7, the U.S. '
military said. Three of the American
fatalities died from non-battle injuries. American troops wounded in the
IIlII aurro BY51JSM/ IRlAOPIlUJJ\MlltmlA OlSIA TIMES
fighting numbered 275.
, In San FranCISco's city hall, Rssamblyman Markle no, right. performs e marrl8ge ceremony fo,p
In addition, the dismembered body
Molly McKay. left. and DaVina Kotulskl on Thursday, Februery 12. 200~, San FranCISCO became
of a woman, perhaps a Westerner, was
the first city In the nation to perform same sex marrl,ege ceremonies,
found in the battered city Sunday.
More than 1,200 insurgents have
been killed in the fighting, U.S. comConfidential Interviews with shuttive Congress and slamming the door
manders have said. Others apparently
tle officials, as well as internal NASA
on gay marriage in all 11 states that
willing to fight to the death remained
documents and e-mails obtained by
had constitutional ballot initiatives.
holed up in Fallujah.
the Orlando Sentinel, portray a proThe
setback
has
prompted
a
fierce
A combat leader in Fallujah caugram rushing to fly again despite sedebate in gay-interest publications,
tioned Sunday that defeating the inrious money problems and growing
charrooms,
and
private
and
public
fosurgency would require more than reconcerns about meeting an ambitious
rums on whether gay leaders pushed
taking Fallujah.
schedule.
too hard too fast.
"You don't win these kinds of fights
In August 2003, the Columbia
"I
accuse
the
gay
leadership
in
this
in three months, six months or a
Accident
Investigation Board, or CAIB,
country of putting their own selfish
year,' said Marine Col. Craig Tucker.
rnade 29 recommendations to improve
interests
above
the
greater
good
of
"Especially when you have a politishuttle safety, including IS'designated
the electorate," New York Blade editor
cally disaffected minority" of Sunni
as preconditions for returning to flight.
Steve Weinstein wrote in a post-elecMuslims .that populate Fallujah and
None of those preconditions is considtion column. "There is no reason why
much of central Iraq.
ered more important than the one exwe
should
have
been
pursuing
the
is"If they've got the will and the manplicitly stating that NASA "adopt and
sue of gay marriage on the eve of an
power to keep doing it, they could keep
maintain a shuttle flight schedule that
election
year."
it going forever," said Sgt. Isaac Ward,'
is consistent with available resources."
"It
is
never
-the
right
time
to
press
23, of Eagle River, Alaska. "It's the same
An increasing' number of shuttle
claims for full equality in the face of
basic concept as Vietnam."
managers at the National Aeronautics
bigotry and ignorance," Kate Kendell.
and Space Administration are worried
National Center for Lesbian Rights exthat isn't happening.
ecutive director, wrote on her group's
To help balance its books, for examWeb site. "But the lesson of every past
ple,
NASAis considering hundreds of
civil-rights struggle is that we must
layoffs at Kennedy Space Center even as
press on in spite of resistance."
workers prepare for shuttle Discovery's
planned liftoff in May. Internal schedules show that 6 months of processing
work on Discovery remains, but the
orbiter must be rolled out of its hangar
WASHINGTON - On the defensive
in 4 months to make the May launch
after punishing Election Day losses,
window.
gay and lesbian leaders are debating
The CAIBand a commission that inwhether to chart a new course for a
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.-Nearly
vestigated the 19B6Challenger disasmovementthat reveled in the parade of
two years after the Columbia disaster,
ter found earlier budget and schedule
same-sex marriages just months ago.
some NASA managers fear that costpressures clearly contributed to both
Americans delivered a serious blow
cutting measures and pressure to re. catastrophes.
.
to the movement on Nov. 2, re-electsume shuttle launches are jeopardiz"Schedules are a necessary manageing a president who opposes same-sex
ing critical safety reforms.
marriage, delivering a more conserva-

. :.'FMm)UAtlI

-ci.,

Election Day defeat on
same-sex marriage issue
sparks debate

Safety reforms in
danger, some NASA
managers fear

HannltY'coming to
campus
Conservative Fox News commentator Sean Hanity will speak on campus
this Saturday, Nov. 20 at B a.m. in the
Jordan Ballroom of the Student Union
Building. Tickets can be purchased for
$5 through KBOIradio. Visit their Web
site at www.670kboi.com for ticket information. Seating is limited.

'Outfoxed' screening
There will be a screening of the documentary "Outfoxed" followed by an
open discussion on bias in the media
in the Brink room of the SUB,Saturday,
Nov. 20 at Ba.m,

Taco Bell Arena
ASBSU Faculty Senate discussed
senate resolution #2004-22 regarding
the Taco Bell Arena on Tuesday, Nov.
16. Participants moved to continue
with the second reading on Thursday,
Nov. lB.

Flu shots

Hi mom, what are you
dohlghere?
A '35-year-old woman was visiting
her teenage son who was being held
at the county youth center in Omaha,
Neb., on a weapons charge didn't realize she would be searched before being
allowed in, so she didn't bother to leave
her cocaine and methamphetamine at
home. She is now in custody, too.
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Golf clubs? Why do we
need golf clubs? .

I

1

There was a golf tournament in
Norco, Calif., that featured a number
, of strippers and prostitutes stationed
along the course, advertising their
wares. Some 160 golfers signed up,
paying $200 for the privilege.
Some of them showed up without
their golf clubs.

Ah, the classic political
strategy
A man filed papers to run for a post
on the Springdale, Ark., City Council,
then failed to campaign because he
didn't nave time. He spent no money
on the race, then dropped out a month
before the election. He won.

Health, Wellness and Counseling
Services has obtained a limited supply of injectable influenza vaccine.
Individuals who are in the following
high-risk groups are eligible to receive
Monkeys always have been allowed
a flu shot this year: all children aged
to live at the many temples across
6-23 months; adults aged 65 years and
India, because they are seen as a symolder, persons aged 2-64 years with unbol ofHanuman, the mythical monkey
derlying chronic medical conditions,.
god. But the monkeys lurking in and
all women who will be pregnant duraround the.ancient Kamakhya temple
ing the influenza season, residents
in Gauhati have attacked some 300
of nursing homes and long-term care
children in the past month, clawing
facilities, children aged 6 monthsand even biting some of them.
18 years on chronic aspirin therapy,
Officials have moved in with tranhealth-care workers involved in directquilizer
guns.
patient care, and out-of-home caregiv- ,

Ol{monkeys, the party's
over
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purchLl5c Includes a
froc trtet mornoorsnto
to uro
Evorcloor Fan Club and a copy or
tho oxctustve unreleased
CD. Closurewith live and acoustic
tracks.
.. Buy
tickets berom the public. Get in the
venue early. Meet Evcrclcar. Visit
wwvv.ovorclcnronllnc.com
for det.alls.
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Young talk-show host keeps
the lines open for democracy
BY STEVE PRUL
Knight Alddar Nawspapars
KANSAS CITY, Mo. -So this is
what it looks like at the bottom
rung of the talk-radio ladder:
It's warm and stuffy in your
frayed-carpet
control room, even
in the relative cool of an early
Monday morning.
1\\10 callers in a row test your
resolve and the quickness of your
hang-up finger when their incoherent utterances turn blue.
And then, later, it's him again:
It's Mike from Overland
Park,
Kan., and he's gassing on for the
third time in less than two hours
about the wonders of hydrogen
fuel cells and hybrid vehicles, and
you have to sit there and keep up
your side of the conversation.
Welcome to Benjamin Johnson's

Ban
Johnson
conducts
an
~uarnlght
political
talk show
on a Kansas
City,
MlsaourI,
r edin
station.
trnT rnoro BY AARON
UNDDtRG/twlSA5

(lTYSTAR

smallest-audience

radio

station

in town.
In the course of a single fourhour, overnight
show, Johnson
delivers
straightforward
argument, passionate and sometimes
provocative
opinions.
His politics are in transition but lean toworld.
ward free-spirit
libertarianism.
To him it's all part of the deli("When I hear John Edwards talk
cious parade of democracy. What's
about two Americas," he tells his
more vital than public discussion
audience, "I beg to differ and say
of the issues of the day? Foreign
there are 290 million ~rnericas.")
policy? Yes. GDP and WMD? Yes.
His radio style is direct and ramThe presidential
campaign,
now
bling at the same time. His unconcluded,
and the nation's ditrained
but resonant
baritone
rection from here on? Of course.
flows out forcefully, but at lower
Benjamin who?
decibels than the angry political
Benjamin Johnson is the selftalkers who dominate the field.
described
"humble radio paraHe's at the beginning of what he
gon" of KKFI-FM, a volunteerhopes will be a career in radio,
run, nonprofit station with a freethough it doesn't pay a thing and
wheeling sound and shoestring
he waits tables to pay the bills ..
budget. Johnson, two months shy
To spend
four hours
with
of25, talks the talk once a week on
Johnson, his show and his callers,
an overnight show broadcast on
is to experience a drawn-out famwhat is likely the highest-powered,

Bus h

[from page I]

he will continue to receive."
Still, it's hard to imagine that
there'll be much internal dissent
from some of the new Cabinet
secretaries or from other top officials, such as CIA Director Porter
Goss. And even if they do speak
out, they may not have the clout
of their predecessors.
Rice was a Russian specialist at
Stanford University when Bush
turned to her for advice on foreign
policy before his 2000 presidential
campaign. She replaces one of the
best known and most popular figures in America.
Powell, the former chairman

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was
considered
a possible presidential candidate before he agreed to
take a job with Bush. As secretary
of state he was the most forceful
dissenting
voice In policy disputes with Vice President Dick
Cheney and Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld.
"At a time when you want other
voices around the table, respectful voices, who have alternative
ideas, I'm afraid we're going to
miss that," said Sen. Christopher
Dodd, D-Conn.
At the Justice
Department,
Bush tapped White House counsel Alberto Gonzales, a confidant
from Texas, to replace Attorney
General John Ashcroft.
Gonzales, the son of migrant

ily dinner-table
discussion
that
lingers long after the serving platters have been picked clean.
1:40 a.m.: Johnson and a caller
named Big Dog spend more than
10 minutes discussing the economy, fear and the war on terrorism - "It's arguable how far we've
come since 91ll being more safe
and secure," Johnson says.
And then, when the caller hangs
up: "That's Big Dog out thire,
calling from the road somewhere,
pitching the propaganda
for the
people, of course."
. Johnson
kicks off his white
Adidas shoes.
When he began doing the show
last summer, Johnson joined the
ranks of perhaps 1,000 politically
oriented radio talk-show hosts,
according to one trade estimate, a
chattering class of commentators;
screamers
and agitators.
Rush
and Savage. Hannity and O'Reilly.
And a rising tide ofliberals, too.

farm workers, was a little-known
Houston lawyer before Bush, then
governor of Texas, hired him as a
legal adviser. Ashcroft, a favorite
of Christian conservatives,
came
to the Justice Department
after
serving as governor of Missouri
and as one ofthe state's U.S. senators.
Administration
officials
said
Bush intends to select another veteran adviser, Margaret Spellings,
to replace Education
Secretary
Rod Paige. Spellings, who went by
the name Margaret LaMontagne
before
her
recent
marriage,
worked on Bush's first campaign
for governor in 1994 and has been
with him ever since.
Paige, 71, won acclaim as superintendent
of the Houston

Bell

Bell."
Many of those invol ...ed see the
name 'Taco Bell Arena' as both a
slight on Idaho's Latino citizens
and historical worker's struggle
for just treatment.
Antchekov
says receiving
monies
from
what she sees as a questionable
source has created a unique opportunity
for the university to
regain a more favorable position
in academia and otherwise ..
"If we give them their check
back we'll make national headlines," Antchekov says. She says
by actively
protesting
while
holding a position in the student
senate, she can make a differ-
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ence.
"As we' step up to the plate, we
believe other students will follow
the example," says Antchekov.
Others
disagree,
citing what
they see as a meager attendance
at the protest.
BSU graduate Jeff Ward, calling himself a "Protester of the
protesters" noted that he felt the
underlying
motivation
of the
protest was more than merely a
stance on human rights. "I think
most ofthis is based.on anti-corporate sentiments," he said.
Ward says he is not a regular
Taco Bell customer and had arrived to stand in opposition to
the protesters.
He says he supports the roughly $4 million
dollar gift to the university, and
urges these Bronco protesters
not to look the gift horse in the

,/

Welcome

to1lur

GBA1tD~'
.<'ENING.
Regular
Adults

ChUdren TflroUgll ag~ 10
Senior Citizens From age 62

mouth.
"You can call me whatever you
want if you give me $4 million
dollars," says Ward.

school district before coming to
Washington.
Another Bush loyalist, Medicare
chief Mark McClellan, is said to
be under consideration
to replace
Health
and
Human
Services
Secretary
Tommy
Thompson.
Thompson,
a former Wisconsin
governor, hasn't announced
his
.resignation, but he isn't expected
to stay for a second Bush term.
McClellan, a physician, is the
brother of White House press secretary Scott McClellan, who also
served as Bush's spokesman
in
Texas. Scott McClellan declined
to shed any light on the presi-.
dent's next personnel moves for
his brother or anyone else.
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$11.00
$9.50
$10.00

w/coupon
$5.50
$4.75
$5.00

Boise Perfect Look
1217 S. Broadway
Ave • (208) 338-7888
Locatcd in IIIC Broadway plaza

Your retail cenler for (tig(t quality products including
[oico • Paul Mitchell. Biolage • Sebastian • Nioxin
ABBA; Perfections • Nexxus • Redken
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You must present this coupon at the time 01 service
Good only at the address listed Not valid with any other oHers or discounts.
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MCNEESE COLUMN
Dear Editor:
Many have. responded. to
Dan McNeese's Nov..8 humorous column "How to be a republican" with disdain. M\lny
have accused liberals as those
who support all and stand for
nothing. I am saddened by the
blatant ignoranre of the those
who responded to McNeese's
column. Or is it just plain refusalan their part to read a high
school American history text
book? You see, I have read my
history books and.lbeg to differ with the label the right has
bestowed upon us. If it was not
for the left, African-American's
may still be enslaved, if it was
not for the left, the women of
this country would not be voting for all those treasured conservative Republicans. If it was
not for the left, the women of
this country may suffer unnecessary deaths from botched
abortions or die from exhaustion due to the 14th birth of
a child they cannot afford to
feed anyway. If it were not for
the left, blackonly fountains
and riding in the back of a bus
would still be a reality for the'
African-American. If it weren't
for the left, we may still be in
a depression to this day. Shall
I continue? All of the bleeding heart liberals I know support liberty and equality. They
stand for a balanced and equal
justice. If that is something
to oppose then what did our
founding fathers fight for, why
did they even try'!

bilizing people to vote, but it's
only a viable cause when they
vote for who you want them
to? You need to realize that it's
not whether something is right
or wrong, but what is right and
wrong.for you. Through lack of
understanding and differences
of opinions, my hopes are dim
that we will again be one nation
under God, but seriously, can't
we at least be the United States.
In conclusion, I know your
paper feels too politically partisan to change your output of
stories, but it would mean the
world to a lot of students on
campus for your stories to be
more rational and objective
rather than condescending and
hateful.

LiKe nlAT....

ABEL VASQUEZ

TACO BELL ARENA

Dear Editor:
As a senior slated to graduate
from Boise State this December,
I am completely disgusted that
I must, to participate in the
commencement ceremony on
campus, do so in what is now
the Taco Bell Arena. I find this
a disgrace to all I have worked
for and studied while enrolled
in this university. Because of
Boise State and some of my incredible peers and professors,
I have learned that oppression
in its many forms is still flourishing, and should be challenged at every opportunity.
It is incredibly unnerving that
the very' same institution that
has instilled these values in me
is now supporting such a racist
ARAMINTA SELF
and exploitative corporation
as Taco Bell, and doing so in
the name of all of us here at the
MCNEESE COLUMN
university.
Dear Editor:
Taco Bell knowingly' buys
For months, I've stood by
products, such as tomatoes,
and read your articles which,
from companies who keep
over time, have made the New
their employees in the United
York Times look more like The
States in conditions of slavery,
Weekly Standard. If Kerry had
This is a corporation that sym.won the election, we would
bolizes oppression and nega- ,
have seen a front page explotive stereotypes of Latinos, and
sion on the topic, yet all we got
I find it extremely offensive
was more "Bush is evil" rhetothat my soon-to-be alma mater
ric.
has entered into an agreement
I'm a strong advocate of the
with them. Also, I understand
idea that if something or somethat the net sum of money that
one is so bad or so evil, that it
will actually go toward athletic
should be that much easier to
scholarships is barely enough to
offer a better solution, but none
pay ONE student's way through
were offered. McNeese's atcollege. The rest will go to cretempt at journalism was laughating signs for the new building
able, and I found the compariand merchandise with both the
son between the dissent of
BSU and Taco Bell logos on it,
whining in a school newspamuch of which is made by Nike,
per to the dissent of those opanother corporation
taking
pressed by Nazi Germany, riheat for their use of overseas
diculous.
sweatshop labor.
So what excuse 'is now being
I am outraged by this secret
used for losing this election?
contract, and will, as alumni,
Yes,you guessed it - people who
refuse to give
voted for Bush are Christian idiBSU any money until this
ots. I'm appalled at this suggesdeal is broken. I encourage othtion. Why do you feel the need
er alumni to do so as well. And,
to demonize Christians for votto all the students and faculty
ing on their faith as if the other
fighting against this embarside isn't completely made up of
rassment, keep it up! We will
groups of block voters who vote
boot the bell!
based on single social issues?
Before this election. demoCASEY O'LEARY
crats shored up efforts on mo-

alklng out on a Nobel
Prize Inner
BY RUBREY

SRLRZRR

Columnist

As far as economists go, I like
mine slowly aged, rich in socialist
leanings, with a pinch of Marxism
and a dash of post-modernism.
Last week, Nobel Prize-winning economist James Buchanan
soured my pallette so thoroughly,
that after he uttered the words
"perverse incentive" for the third
time in the context of socialism,
I decided to take my exit. I know
what you are wondering: How
dare I walk out on a man with a
44.-page resume? Well, I managed
to.
Liberal and Libertarian are'
both derivatives and namesakes
of the word "liberty," but the two
ideologies differ greatly. Liberals
believe that government is theirs,
that it is by the people and for the
people. Libertarians believe that
government creates an elite who
inevitably operate to pursue their
own self-interests which deviate
from the interests of the people.
Buchanan wrote about the selfinterests of government and its
officials, applied macroeconomic theories to it, and won a Nobel
Prize.
The problem lies in convinc-

Where is the freedom in toiling in
a caste system, where the rich get
richer, and the poor are left with
a skeleton of opportunities, of
which collective action and planning are absent?
.
For every happy result of capitalism, there is almost always an
unhappy result whether it is environmental, social, or moral. We
are already living in a historic revolutionary wave of free-market,
capitalistic ideas and practices
around the world. All one has to
do is look around and interpret
whether we are better or worse off
than we are under any other political or economic system. Here
is where the real meat of divergent ideologies occurs, either you
are poor, uneducated, uninsured,
sick, or disenfranchised of your
own free will and bad choices, or
this was done to you and is a phenomenon of exploitation and lack
of collective bargaining.
Buchanan denounces exploitation in his vision of a free market
society, but if every individual is
granted the unabridged freedom
to pursue their own self-interests,
exploitation on some level and to
some degree cannot be avoided.
Someone will always have to mine
the coal, cut down the trees, clean

ing people, as a society, that freemarket activity and privatization
will garner better results. Simply
providing people with an exit option, alone, does not make his
argument for a less provisional
market more attractive. The dogeat-dog, classical liberalism view
of the world also creates an elite,
which if left to its self-interests,
condemns millions to cyclical
poverty, Illness, Illiteracy, disease, and all other catastrophic
marginalizations.
That is why most people will
support a collective action of "social safety nets" like Medicare,
social security, unemployment
insurance, welfare, and the like.
Foremost, there is a significant
number of people who qualify for
thesewhethertheyconsumethem
or not. Secondly, there is a significant number of people who will
"hedge" against poverty, illness,
and ageing, whether they consume them or not. These preferences are more rooted in realism
rather than idealism. Buchanan
vilifies the ideals of socialism and
condemns Its soul with his empirical results, but there is no saving
grace in capitalism either, except
for a larger "bundle" of goods and
we are all given more freedom.

the toilets, and pick the tomatoes,
and to suggest that it will always
be in the best interests of the free
market elite to pay this person a
living wage is absolutely ridiculous.Insteadofhearingbuchanan
assert, "Socialism is dead, socialism is dead", he should instead be
pointing out, "Capitalism is alive,
capitalism is alive."In his world,
a person is always free to exit, but
what value does freedom award
you in death?
I am not abov.e subscribing to
the idea that government needs
serious reform to get back to the
business of serving the people,
but government, is our only collective insurance polley against
the uncontrollable free market
elite who have splendidly proved
cannot they fulfill their self-interests without an unhealthy number of casualties. I do not find
government waste and corruption liberating, but I also do not
find the prurient interests of free
markets liberating either. So, we
will have to keep researching a
happy medium or an all-inclusive
alternative, and in the words of
Nobel Prize-winning economist
James Buchanan, "Keep the ass to
the chair."

With apartheid fading, South Africa now struggles with greed
BY LEON MRRSHRLL
Knight Ridder/Tribune

News seruice

JOHANNESBURG,South Africa
- Money, or rather the lust for it,
is rapidly developing into the new
bugbear of South African public
life now that apartheid is starting
to fade.
The country is only 10years into
all-race democracy, but there is
hardly anything left of the white
political bastion that for ages
propped up minority rule and
racial segregation. The successors in title of the old apartheid
regime have completed the political chapter of the saga by slipping
meekly into the fold of the now
ruling African National Congress,

which they once detested as the
epitome of evil.
What still stands firmly, and
rather dangerously so, is the economic differentiation that developed during the years of white
domination. All of it may not be
the proceeds of apartheid, even
indirectly, but it is widely understood, not least by whites themselves, that there has to be a redistribution of wealth if the country
is to move forward safely.
Unfortunately a new kind of
elitism has entered the equation.
Instead of ownership of the economy getting spread downward, to
the broad mass of black people, a
relatively small circle of individuals are making the pickings.
It does not look nice, especially

.
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South African Communist Party.
But it is nothing compared to
the reaction drawn by a share
transaction involving the former
telecommunications
parastatal
(company or agency owned or
controlled wholly or partly by the
government known) as Telkom.
Bidders for the stake being
sold by a foreign-owned company of which U.S.-based SBC
Communications is a part owner,
include a former senior official in
the state communications ministry. The facilitator of the deal is
head ofthe presidency In the ANC
and senior adviser of President
Thabo Mbeki.
This,' said Congress of South
African Trade Unions, was the
worst example of empowerment.

ally lives beyond his means. And
when contrasted with political
he is supposed to be in charge of
talk about a new patriotism and
South Africa's moral regeneration
a unity that have come to replace
the selfishness and divisions of campaign, instituted as a way of
reducing rampant crime and inapartheid.
stilling a new social ethic after the
Already citizens are being
treated daily to evidence in a disruptions of the anti-apartheid
struggle.
high-court corruption case where
But more insidious has been the
embarrassing details keep comprocess whereby a small group of
ing up about the financial affairs
leaders have been turning into
of the country's deputy president,
multi-millionaires
from deals
JacobZuma.
The case is about alleged cor- supposed to contribute to racial
equity in business.
rupt dealings regarding a multiAs the main way in which much
billion arms deal, the charge being that money went Zuma's way of big (formerly white) business
has been transforming itself, it
in return for using his influence
has been drawing criticism even
to facilitate the deal.
from the ruling ANC's alliance
The evidence is showing up the
deputy president as a man with . partners, the Congress of South
African Trade Unions and the
expensive tastes who' habitu-
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Some described it as a bad case of
cronyism.
Not so, said Smuts Ngonyama,
the presidential adviser. "We
are doing this for the good of the
country. It was an open bid and a
black broad-based group bought
back assets which should be in
the hands of South Africans."
But when asked about the millions he stands to make as a facilitator of the deal, he said: "I did not
struggle to be poor."
The question is what this new
elitism must look like in the eyes
of the all too many for whom the
struggle continues.
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Seniors sello say goodbye
BY TREVOR

HORN

Sports Editor

The Broncos will look to get
back on the blue turf Saturday
after a double overtime victory
over San Jose State last week. The
Broncos host Louisiana Tech (5-5,
4-2 Western Athletic Conference)
Saturday at 1:05 p.rn. at Bronco
Stadium.
Being the final home game of
the season, the Broncos will be
saying goodbye to 16seniors, 11of
whom are starters this season, or
have played substantial minutes.
Now ranked ninth in the BCS
poll, and121h and 13lh respectfully
in. th~_ESPN/uSA Today Coaches
and AP polls, the Broncos (9-0, 6o WAC) look
to attempt to
stop the most
prolific running back in
the
nation.
Ryan Moats
leads
the
WAC in rushing yards per
game, and is
second in the
nation with 1640 yards rushing,
to go along with an impressive 17
rushing touchdowns.
"He's good. He runs with a lot of
energy and a lot of passion," BSU
head coach Dan Hawkins said
about Moats.
With two back-to-hack 257-yard
rushing games to start the season,
Moats was hampered by an injury
that kept him out of substantial
play right before conference play
started.
However, other than Moats,
the La Tech offense doesn't really
pose to much of a threat. Moats
was also named a semifinalists
for the 2004 Doak Walker Award,
which is awarded to the top running back in the nation.
Contrary to past opponents
for the Broncos, the Bulldogs
have played three teams that
have been ranked higher, or are
ranked higher than the Broncos
this season. They lost to Miami,
Tennessee and national championship hopeful Auburn so far this
season.
"Everyone circles it," Hawkins

said regarding them playing other teams. "They come in here with
guns a blazing with nothing to
lose."
The teams also come in hoping to break the streaks that the
Broncos have, most notably the
nation's longest win-streak which
stands at 20 games.
The Broncos lead the nation

in rushing defense, but this will
be their first true test of a topnotch running back to challenge
their abilities. The Broncos may
be without defensive line senior
lineman Julius Roberts. He left
the game early due to a leg injury, and his status is unknown.
Hawkins does not comment on
injuries. However, reports are

that tight end Derek Schouman
and safety Chris Carr are close to
being healthy, but both may be a
game time decision on whether
they play or not. Korey Hall will
not be suspended by the WAC,according to Hawkins.
Sophomore cornerback Gerald
Alexander was named the WAC
special teams player of the week

following his inspiring performance versus the Sparians. With
just over a minute remaining in
regulation, Alexander blocked
the Jeff Carr field goal that would
have given San Jose the threepoint lead.
The game will not be broadcasted by the ESPNtelevision network.
Boise State declined due to the

Dan Ilawklns ond tho Broncos
proparo for Loursrana Toch thrs
weokond. The Broncos Will be sa~lng
goodb~e to IS aemcrs prior to the
game.
PHaro BY STAlllEY DRi'W5ITflmIE

AIlDrITR

blackout clause that they would
not lift for Bronco Television
Network affiliate' KBCI-Channel
2. The game will be shown locally
onKBCI.

B U volleyball headed to \VAC tournament
BY RMBER

FUGER

Sports Wrltor

Boise State volleyball makes
their first ever appearance in
the Western Athletic Conference
championship tournament tomorrow in Reno, Nev.
The 2004 season marks the
first double-digit season for the
Broncos since 1998. This season
also marks first time wins over
Southern Methodist, Tulsa and
Fresno State universities. Another
first for the Broncos was taking
a game from nationally ranked
Hawaii in their Oct. 29 meeting in
Bronco Gym.
Continuing with the historical firsts, sophomore middle
blocker Cameron Plunder was the
first BStl volleyball player to be
named WAC athlete of the week
for Sept.6. Senior middle blocker Heather Malaschak has been
ranked in the top-25 in the nation
in blocking for since Oct. 5 and is
now ranked 14th.
According to BSU head coach
Scott
Sandel, _ the
Broncos
practiced hard Tuesday and
Wednesday focusing on the third

part of the season, not the last two
losses to Nevada and Fresno State.
"We are going to go out and play
with ambition," said Sandel.
The Broncos (17-11, 6-7 WAC)
are the fourth seed in the tournament and will face the fifth seeded Fresno State (14-12, 6-7 WAC)
in the semifinals.
The Bulldogs held the Broncos
to one -garne in the final season
meeting between the two last
Saturdays. Both teams battled
with errors. The Broncos won the
blocking battle by a half a block
but lost the attack battle.
The first seed is defending
champion
Hawaii
Rainbow
Wahine (23-0, 13-0 WAC). The
Wahine closed out their season
with a five game win over the
Nevada Wolfpack. Hawaii will
play the eighth seed Southern
Methodist University (13-12, 5-8
WAC)in the semifinals.
The second seed Rice University
(24-3, 12-1WAC)will take on seventh seed Tulsa University (16-9,
5-8 WAC)in the first round.
The Wolfpack secured the third
seed with their sweep over the
Broncos. Nevada (18-7,10-3WAC)
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will take on sixth seed San Jose
State University (14-12. 5-8 WAC)
in the first round of tournament
action.
Nevada has an advantage on
all the teams, a wild home crowd.
Turnout for the tournament is
expected to exceed those num-

SUN • NOV. 21

bers, especially if the Wolfpack do
well.
The semi-finals will kick off at
noon Pacific Standard Time tomorrow in Virginia Street Gym.
Hawaii vs. SMU will open the
tournament followed by Boise vs.
Fresno at 2 p.m, The evening will

.7 TULSR

start with Nevada versus San Jose
at 5:30 and end with Rice versus
'Iulsa at 7:30 p.m.
The quarterfinals will start
Saturday at 2 p.m. with a match
between the winners of matches
one and two of the semifinals.
Match six will begin at4 p.m. be-

tween the winners of matches
three and four of the semifinals.
The championship match will be
held at 2 p.m. Sunday.
The Broncos have the potential to make a strong showing this
weekend. When they are on their
game it is hard to break their momentum. Malaschak believes in
the potential ofthe team. "We are
not the underdogs, but we have
the potential to blowout our opponents, when we put our minds
to it," said Malaschak.
The WAC announced its AllConference
teams.
Cameron
Flunder was named to the firstteam, and Heather Malaschak
was named to the second-team.
This marks the second season in a
row that Flunder has been named
to an All-Conference team. Last
season she was a member of the
second-team. This also marksthe first time in the WACthat the
Broncos have had two players
named to the conference teams.

Boise State awaits
Bronco Invitational
•

BY TREUOR
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Sports Editor

,

The Boise State men's basketball team opens their, 2004-05
regular season with the Boise
State Invitational, starting tomorrow nIght, versus in-state rIval
Idaho. The tip-off is set for 8:15
p.m. at the Taco Bell Arena.
The Broncos will also play
Saturday night at 8:15 p.m, versus Henderson State, and then
will finish up the tournament
versus Suutheastern
Louisiana
University at 4:15 p.m, on Sunday
afternoon.
The other teams will be playing
a game prIor to the Broncos game
each day.
The Broncos look as if they will
go with the same lineup they had
versus NNU last week. Kareem
Lloyd will start at the small forward posItion, and'senlor guard
Franco Harris will come off the
bench. Lloyd is a more prototypical small forward, standing
at 6 feet, 7 inches and gives the
Broncos an inside presence down
low to compliment Jason Ellis.
"I thought Kareem played well
in both games," Broncos head
coach Greg Graham said. "He's
shown us what he can do."
Lloyd averaged 12.5 points and
79-64. Tanoris
Shepard
and
6.5 rebounds per game during the
Dandrlck Jones, both whom retwo exhibition games.
turn from last season's team lead
This tournament
will mark
the Vandals. Shepard averaged
the first time since 2000 that the
Broncos have been a part of a eight points per game last season,
and Jones contributed 7.6 points
hosted tournament. The Vandals
and three assists per game.
arc the only one of the opponents
The tournament will allow the
that the Broncos have faced of the
Broncos an opportunity to finethree other teams in the tournatunc their lineup very quickly,
ment.
with three games in three night,
Last season the Broncos swept
the season series, winning in . and five in nine nights. The three
tournament games will only acMoscow 81-69 and here in Boise
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Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following positions:
1.
ASBSUElection Chair
2.
ASBSUFee Proposal Committee
3. .
BSUStudent Radio Advisory Committee
4.
BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee
5.
BSUNon·discrimlnation & Affirmative Action Committee
6.
BSUParking & Transportation Advisory Committee
7.
BSU Parking Citations Appeal Committee
8.
BSUCampus ID Advisory Committee
9.
ASBSUFinancial Manager
10.
ASBSUFinancial Advisory Board
11.
ASBSUElection Board
12.
ASBSUBuildinq & Structures Committee
For more Information, please contact Pers~nnel Recruitment

Coordinator

Joyce Ward at 426-1147.
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Sports Editor

State lines will be crossed for the
Boise State women's basketball
team this weekend as they open
the 2004-05 season on the road.
The Broncos travel to Pullman,
Wash. to face the Washington
State Cougars tomorrow night at
the Friel Court at 6 p.m. PST. Then
on Sunday, the Broncos cross the
boarder to play the Idaho Vandals
at Cowan Spectrum in the Kibbie
Dome at 1 p.m,
Friday will be the 31" meeting
between the two schools, and
the Broncos hold the all-time record at 16-14. This will be the first
meeting between the two in seven
years, and the Cougars have won
the last four meetings, including
a 65-57 victory for Washington
State in Pullman last season. Last

BY JAMES

BAKER

Sports Writer
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Although the regular season for
the Broncos' cross country team
has concluded for this year, two
athletes from Boise State recent'ly competed in the NCAA West
Regional Championship this past
weekend.
Forest Braden, who last year
earned All-American honors in
the indoor 3000 meters, finished
fifth place overall out of 151 total
runners, improving seven spots
from last year when he finished
12'h. Braden also qualified for flnals, and wilf continue on the'
road to victory when he competes
in the national finals.
For the women's team, Robin
Wemple finished 32nd out of near-

season, and are also toting a true
freshman who led the team in
scoring during the two exhibition
games this season. Tasha Harris
led the Broncos with 13.0 points
per game. Returning 96 percent
of their scoring from last season's
squad will help the Broncos allow
Harris to mature without thinking she needs to lead the team in
scoring every night.
The Broncos were picked to finish seventh in the WACby the conference's preseason coaches' poll.
In their fourth season in the WAC,
two seniors and a junior will lead
the Broncos. Tri-captains for this
year'steam are seniors Cariann
Ramirez and Jodi Nakashima,
and junior Cassidy Blame-e-who
served as a captain last season.
The Broncos home opener is
Dec. 1 at the Taco Bell Arena versus Portland State.

season the Cougars 'finished 10'"
in the Pacific 10 conference last
season with a 6-22 overall record,
and were picked to finish last in
the conference in the preseason
poll this season.
Sunday's game will be the first
for the two in-state rivals in four
years. The Vandals placed second last season in the Big West
Conference,
and are returning four starters from the team.
Included in those four is the
NCAA scorfng champion from
a year ago, Emily Faurholt. The
Big West Conference Player of
the Year averaged 25.4 points per
game last season. The Vandals
also have Leilani Mitchell, the
Big West freshman of the year.
Mitchell averaged 15.6 points and
5.9 assists per game.
As for the Broncos, they arc returning all five starters from last

I Braden makes

Dar-ate Plasma at Biomat USA
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count for one when it comes to
the number that the team needs
to qualify, for postseason play.
However, if the Broncos do happen to win all three, all the wins
will count towards their total for
the season. Meaning, that they
basically will have an extra two
games to, try -arid pile up the allimportant 20 wins that areusually needed for postseason play in
Division Ibasketball.

Women's b-ball hits the road
BY TREUOR
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NCAA tourney

Iy 200 runners, but failed to quall"We were really young (this seafy for nationals by 10 seconds.
son). We need to bring the level of
Overall, there are nine regions
the other guys up because were so
in NCAA competition, and many
young and inexperienced," Welsh
say the west is the most difficult,
said.
due to the high amount and high
As for the women's team, this
caliber ofteams that compete. Up year it mostly consisted of track
againstthelikesofPAC-10schools
- athletes
according
to Welsh
such as USC, Oregon State, UCLA, and will have their work cut out
and Washington State, Braden
for them next season without
was the highest placed of only
Wemple, who is a senior this year.
four non PAC·1Oathletes earning
Welsh also went on to say that
top 15 results. "Were real happy
recruiting will be the key this offhe's an Idaho product," said cross
season, and hopefully they can
country coach David Welsh.
bring in stellar athletes for next
While Braden is performing ex- year .
tremely well, coach Welsh hopes
"You're always looking to bring
to work on improving the rest of in higher athletes," he said.
the men's team for next season.
.National competition is schedBraden, a junior, will be returning
uled for this upcoming Monday in
again in hopes of achieving anTerra Haute, Iowa.
.
other successful season.
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746 W. Main St. ,..,388-1900

WE DEUVERI

Don't surrender
to HUNGERm
Counter-attack with a
delicious PIT Am
$1.00 OFF or .
FREE DELIVERY

• Starting Salaries from
$35,000 to $40,000

!Tuition Assistance

Open 11-3a.m. Mon- Thurs. 11-4a.m. FrflSot cl
Noon-3a.Itl.SUnday
.
Deliveries. Stop 30 minutes, before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering

For more Info contact:
Captal!,! M,R. Vanderbeek

Officer Selection Officer
United States Marine Corps
toll free tE!l:(866) 607-5567
vanderbeekmr@12mcd.usmc:.m!l

www.marlneofllcer.com
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I've mentioned this tidbit before, and anybody that
knows me well can attest to the fact that I love using
the word "pee." When I get excited, I tell people that I
peed myself. When something hits me In the crotch.
I typically announce that I just took a shot in the peepee. I have no desire to be labeled as a bathroom humorist, I just can scarcely avoid using the term without giggling.
Today. however. I'm bringing the big guns. It's time
to graduate. to take a step up. Yep. you guessed it.
Today. I'm talking about "poop."
Some of the most memorable scenes from movies
revolve around poop. Take "Dumb and Dumber," for
example. Who will ever forget watching Jim Carrey
dump laxatives into Jeff Daniels' drink. then seeing
him unable to leave the toilet with explosive diarrhea?
Or in "JoeDirt." when David Spade straps himself to
an "explosive" that turns out to be an old bathroom
tank and it dumps brown goo all over him. Austin
Powers drinking a bubbling stool sample. thinking it
is coffee: "It's a bit nutty." All absolute classic pieces
ofcinema.
Maybe it's time for me to grow up. but I really am
uqable to help myself. Everywhere I turn. there's a
good poop joke lurking.
.
For instance, we had a guest speaker in one of my
classes on Monday morning. He was trying to elicit
a response from us on what we thought of different options In a real-world business scenario he had described. When it came time for the second option, he
asked. "What do you think of number two?" I was literally a half-second away from answering, "I think
number two is a bunch of crap," but for some reason
I held off.
Or what about this one? Almost every morning
when.Iwake up, my roommate's basset hound has
taken a big dump in the basement that I get to clean
up. I never used to think that was very funny, and I
would yell a lot about it. but now when I tell my friends
about little Kevin's "surprise," they usually laugh, so I
guess it must be good stuff.
The term "peeper" is pretty much the best word
I've ever heard used to describe someone's butt. Of
course, the novelty of this word lasts only until guys
insist on telling girls that they have a "nice pooper,"
Gentlemen, I would not recommend spouting this
line to a lady, as you will more than likely only wind
up with a shoe stuck in your very own.
So, anyway, the heart of what I'm getting at today
is that I truly am a versatile guy. Nobody can pigeonhole me. (No. that's not a bird butt joke, but maybe
somebody could come up with one? Let me know.)
I'm not all about one thing. Pee is not the only thing
going on in my world. There's a lot of poop in my life
too. _
I've heard it said before that finishing second place
is like being the first loser. Well, take it from somebody who has finished number two his entire life.
That really is a bunch of crap.

Holiday glfls
for geeks
BY CRRIG

CROSSMRN

Knight Ridder/Tribune

News Service

OK,here we go again.
It's that time of year where I begin to tell you about all of those
great technology items that will
make any geek in your life literally glow with delight.
This year, the offerings continue to outpace the previous year
when it comes to flashing lights.
strange sounds, tactile feedback
and even personal hygiene.
Because there are so many, this
year I plan to keep them coming
for as long as possible beginning
with this week's column.
Let's begin with the good old
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prolessors pro-

This Bronco slips
in the Bes polls
from number one
to number two
BY TRRUIS
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BOise Stete English proressors
Mertln Corless-Smith [Iert] end
Cetherlne Wegner read their
poetrv on Frldav Nov. 12 In the
Student Union bUilding.
PHunllSj

BY KlUSTA AIJAHSITHE

AllDllEIl

with a thankful appreciation for all between writer and lyric and how he
who attended. Wagner, who has been
uses many voices to present ideas.
described as "a twenty-first centuWagner encouraged listeners who
ry Plath who's stepped out from the may find the poet's work difficult to
Boise State English professors
shadow of Freud and Daddy." told the listen for sound, the many references
Martin Corless-Smith and Catherine
audience that her book is a series of through imitation and quotation, and
Wagner shared their latest poetry
Friday night in the Bishop Barnwell poems that deal with breeding. With a theme ofloss.
lines like "I hate the baby" and "here
Next, Corless-Smith attempted to
Room in the Student Union Building.
comes baby out of vagina" the whimtake his place behind the podium
Equipped with Moxie Java cups,
sical manner in which she sang some but joked that his feet were too long
the crowd of English students and the
of the ballads helped balance the
to stand behind it. He then moved
writers' co-workers and colleagues
beside the podium and adjusted the
welcomed Corless-Smith who be- harsh honesty being told.
With five minutes left In her read- ~ microphone. The Worcestershire.
gan the night with an adulatory ining she joked that she thought she England native read in a calm voice
troduction of Wagner and her latest
might run out of work she was willing
about dreaming "a dream of life and
work, "Macular Hole." He described
death" and questioning "what if no
Wagner's work as controversial, "ex- to share; however, that was not the
case. Wagner came to a strong finish
one speaks here of the truth."
ploited and exploded." claiming that
with her song without a tune about
Corless-Smith offered little comthe poems are as "alive mid remarkRegis Penis and Regina Vagina.
mentary between poems other than
able as she is."
After thanking the crowd for their
the occasional joke. which has come
After thanking her Iiusband for the
applause. Wagner introduced Martin
to be expected from anyone who
introduction, Wagner took a minute
Corless-Smith, claiming that his work knows the poet. After reading the line
to get organized and encourage the
"sheds particular light on the nature
"they die at night" qe claimed thatthe
audience to purchase books after
of life." She discussed that the poet is poem is a happy one. He commented,
the reading. In a crisp. white. button
self-conscious about the relationship
"might as well die at night. what the
down shirt. she spoke confidently
BY MICHRELR

G. HERLIHY

Culture Writer
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Culture Writer

It is not often that an artist has the
opportunity to act as gallery director, curator, and creator, yettheAlpha
Null exhibit provided that opportunity for fourteen art majors, soon to be
graduating from the Boise State bachelor of fine arts program.
Aleph Null opened Friday, Nov. 12
and will be on. display through Dec.
4 in the Liberal Arts Building and
Hemmingway Center.
Aleph Null is a diverse collabora-

mouse pad.
This year, it's not your father's
mouse pad anymore.
The X-Ray Thunder 8 Gaming
Pad ($24.99) is a mouse pad so
fine that it comes in its very own
ultra-light carrying case.
Open the quality tin metallic
shell and inside rests your unique
dual-surfaced mouse pad that
can instantly let you switch from
a smooth to a textured mousing
surface.
The idea here is that you can
best determine which surface
works better-with your mouse of
the moment.
I assume that you'll probably be
carrying more than one mouse for
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tion, consisting of various forms of vi- We had committees that focused on
every aspect. so we really got a lot
sual expression. among them ceramof hands on experience, you know.
ics, photography, metal works. and
graphic design. The pieces are a cul- . being able to curate this because
mination of each artists' growth up to we had to install It all ourselves. We
this point. the whole exhibit being a had to come together collectively to
part oftheirrequired senior projects - make decisions ... we had to agree on
with the exception of the graphic art- where everything was going to go,"
said Tobiann Grindstaff, who will
ists. The four graphic designers chose
to be a part of the process because of graduate with her BFAin ceramics in
December.
the sheer opportunity of experience.
Out of clay, she formed curious
"It's been a really great experience
shapes and then cut them into pieces
because we got to orchestrate the
whole thing ourselves-e-we did ev- creating a puzzle piece effect. She poerything having to do with the show. sitioned them on two adjacent, free

different kinds ofgame
playing, of course.
The base of this mouse pad is
firmly anchored to the desk surface via specially designed soft,
sticky silicone rubber feet that

really grip the desk.
Like walking Into a pool hall
with a Balabushka Pool Cue,
,"our opposition will probably cut
and run when you walk into the

hell."
In addition to the precise diction of
each poet, the commentary between
Wagner and Corless-Smith added an
interesting dynamic. When describing that the next poem he would read
was for a friend from California who
was blazing his happy trail to come
to the reading, Corless-Smith was interrupted by his wife's laughter. She
commented from the crowd. "you
can't say 'happy trail' in public."
Corless-Smith concluded his part
of the reading with lyrics from his
latest book, "Nota," which has been
described as "part travelogue and
part philosophical
examination."
After reading a few lyrics, the poet explained that traditionally they would
answer questions from the audience.
If you were unable to attend the reading, but are interested in purchasing
books by the authors, they are available at www.amazon.com.

standing display walls. Grindstaff
said, "the whole idea of motherhood
to me is really strong because each
part is a part of another part. But I
think out of that too comes the idea
of life force and just a flow of life ...
A lot of people have said that it looks
aquatic, something that would have
been under water, or fossilized things
that have been around for a really long
time." Grindstaff's piece is on display
in the Hemmingway Center.
Grindstaff on among fourteen
quickly approaching
graduation.
'Each artist poured themselves into
their piece. marking the end of their"
undergrad studies at BSU.Alpha Null
is a celebration of accomplishment.
Catch it before it's gone.

computer room with an X-Ray
Thunder 8 under your arm.
Let's talk about caffeine.
It's the choice of PC champions
when it comes to staying up all
night with a computer.
Geeks first turned to coffee,
then Mountain Dew. then Jolt
Cola.
Now it's soap.
But not ordinary soap.
This soap contains caffeine.
I'm not kidding.
In fact. your morning shower
may bring a whole new meaning to waking when you lather up
with this bar.
Shower Shock Caffeinated Soap
($6.99 per bar) Is billed as the

world's first and original caffeinated soap product.
For the health-conscience,
Shower Shock is an all-vegetable
based glycerin soap, which does
not contain any harsh ingredients
like ethanol, diethanolamine,
polyethylene glycol or cocyl isethionate.
Now I'm not exactly sure if
the caffeine really does make it
through your skin and into your
blood stream.
But it still makes for one heck of
a different holiday gift, don't you
think?
All of the products here are
available at Think Geek's website
at www.thinkgeek.com.
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All New Moon plerclngs include
the Jewelry and aftelUre package with
Instructions. We stand by our piercing$,
and offer free follow up service.

We have designs for the t)ew
tattoo, and we can create
from pictures you bring In.

New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforatlrtg the Populas of Idaho"
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STANFORD, Calif. - In the
Republic of China, 38 million
boys and girls are studying the
piano, learning their Chopin,
Mozart and Beethoven. Shanghai
and Beijing boast at least a dozen
symphony orchestras, and concert halls are filled with young
yuppie couples, because classical
music is not only much-loved, but
trendy.
Why is all this happening? How
did European art music - in danger of withering on the vine in
this hemisphere - grow such deep.
roots in China, which Is now exporting superstar soloists and a
fresh crop of composers to the
West in one of the great cultural
bounce-backs of our time?
Sheila Melvin, a writer, and
Ilndong Cal, Stanford University's

Are these your
Worst Nightmare?

Career Center Services
Call: (208) 426-1747 to make an appointment

-orvisit our website at http://career.boisestate.edu

Career Planning
Major Exploration
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information

Interview Training
Job Listings
Resume & Cover-Letter
Assistance

new director of orchestral studies,
have some answers. Their new
book, "Rhapsody in Red: How
Western Classical Music Became
Chinese" (Algora Publishing, $33
. paperback), tells the unlikely story Of European music's 400-year
journey into the Chinese heart.
It's filled with tales of missionaries, emperors and idealistic musicians, some driven to suicide
during the Cultural Revolution,
some hanging on as heroes in the
service of art.
Melvin and Cai, who are married with two' young children,
spent three years researching
the book. For Cal, 48, there was
an unexpected payout: He came
to understand the long rollout of
history that led to his becoming a
musician in the Western classical
tradition. China's love affair with
Western music happened "step by
step - many years of turmoil and
musicians' devotion. Now I think,
'Ah!This is why I learned Western
music."
He grew up in Beijing playing a
violin that his father, a trolley repairman, had purchased secondhand for $3. In September, after a
summer visiting family in China,
he and Melvin moved to Stanford '
with their children, Sebastian, 3,
and Cecilia, 11 months. The living room of their condo is dominated by a grand piano and a big
Chinese gong. Lunch one recent
afternoon was stir-fry followed by
pistachio ice cream.
It's life in the global age: Melvin,
originally from Washington, D.C.,
fell in love with China during an
Asian backpacking trip after college and spent much of the '90s in
Shanghai and Beijing. Cai moved
to the United States in 1985 to
attend Boston's New England
Conservatory,
studied
with
Leonard Bernstein at Tanglewood
and spent years teaching in
Cincinnati, Tucson and Baton
Rouge.
Saturday night, his Bay Area career begins: Cai will conduct the
Stanford Symphony Orchestra
in a program of Mahler and
Beethoven. In February, the orchestra will perform works by
Cambodian composer Chi nary
Ung and Chinese composer Zhou
Long, who has written a concerto
for Western orchestra and pipa,
the traditional stringed instrument.
"My idea is to create a kind of
festival to introduce contemporary Asian composers, using
Stanford as a base," says Cai, who
thinks the Western music scene
can be reinvigorated by Asian
concert music, much as China
was nourished by music from the
West.

"How do you attract a new generation, a new audience to classical music? This is a way. You have
to have something new and interesting. This is the place for me to
do more things."
"People care about culture
here," Melvin says. In Baton
Rouge, where Cai taught at
Louisiana State University, "they
care about football." With its
large Chinese and Asian populations, the Bay Area reminds her,
in a way, of China, where "parents,
don't push their kids to play soccer or football. They push them to
play an instrument and hold an
intellectual conversation about
poetry."
This is "the best place to raise
our children," Cai agrees.
He and Melvin met in 1997.
She was living in Shanghai, running the U.S.-China Business
Council and writing freelance
stories about Chinese culture for
the New York Times and the Wall
Street Journal. She particularly
"wanted to explain Chinese music" to English-speaking readers,
she says, because "music crosses
cultures easily. Music is something that connects."
A mutual friend introduced
her to Cal, who had moved to
the United States in 1985 but was
back in China to conduct the
Shanghai Symphony Orchestra in
a program of American composers. 1Wo years later, they started
dating, had an across-the-globe
romance; they have kept their
"thousands of e-rnails" and celebrated their engagement on the
Great Wall of China about midnight on Jan. 1,2000:
By that time, they were already
collaborating on newspaper features, including a lengthy history
of the Shanghai Symphony, descended from China's oldest symphony orchestra.
"Rhapsody in Red" is dense with
names, dates and explanations
of China's gradual opening to
Western sounds. Melvin sees it as'
part of China's larger opening to
Western trade, science and technology. "Western music is part of
a package," she says. "And for the
Chinese it means a lot of things. It
means strength. It means power."
Several personalities
stand
out in the book: Matteo Ricci, a
Chinese-speaking Jesuit priest
from Italy, sailed up the Grand
Canal to Beijing in 1601to deliver
a clavichord, an early keyboard,
to the Emperor Wan Li in the
Imperial Palace of the Forbidden
City. The strange new mechanism, and the exotic sounds it
produced, had its intended effect:
It fascinated the emperor.
The rest, as they say, is history,

at least until 1918,when another
Italian, a pianist mimed Mario
Paci, sailed into Shanghai harbor
on a steamship to give a recital. He
fell sick and, during a lengthy recovery, fell in love with the "Paris
of the East" and decided to stay
- for decades. His illness changed
the course of music in China. Paci
turned Shanghai's town band
into the Shanghai Municipal
Orchestra, the first symphony orchestra in the nation, originally
composed entirely of foreign musicians. But he eventually trained
a couple generations of native
players who, Cai says, "became
the backbone of musical training
in China."
When their story about the
Shanghai Symphony was published in the New York Times in
1999, Melvin and Cai heard from
a reader: Floria Paci Zaharoff,
daughter of the legendary Mario.
She was about 80, living in New
Yorknear Lincoln Center and still
attending concerts. She still wore
outfits made by Madame Garnett,
aWhite Russian tailor in Shanghai
in the 1930s.
And she had shoeboxes of her
father's memorabilia, including
many programs and reviews, and
an autographed photograph from
Iascha Heifetz - "In memory of a
jolly good timel" - who had performed with Paci and the orchestra in Shanghai in 1925.
For Melvin and Cai, writing a
book had become inevitable. They
holed up in the Shanghai Library
and Beijing's National Library, examining English-language newspapers back to 1918: "We go page
by page," Cai says, "to find one ad:
Iascha Heifetz came, or a Russian
orchestra came. And you suddenly realize, 'Wow! Shanghai was
like that."
Another Shanghai archive has
a huge catalog of unreleased recordings; Melvin and Cai 'plan to
scour it for Paci's recitals. He is
said to have been a remarkable
musician, but the sounds of his
playing have vanished.
"And for our next project,"
Melvin says, "we're going to find
out what happened to the clavichord."
She is talking about the instru.ment delivered by Matteo Ricci in
1601.It hasn't been seen in centuries.
"It means we'll have to get into
the Forbidden City, which is an
impenetrable maze," Melvin says.
"People think it's still there. They
don't throw anything out."
Cai says, "We're going to find
it.'"
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Arbiter claSSIfied aduartlsements ere free to
students. ClaSSifiededs mal' be plllce three weys:
emell: clesslfleds.erblteronhne.com
phone: 3'15-820'1K 100
or stop by the office et 1605UnJuerslty Orlue
[ecross from the SUB].
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amp, teddie, tUner,strap,
and stand. $350 Call 412- '.
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energy, then reach for one
of our herbal energy products. For your local free
consultation call Heidi @
452-2479
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Rabbit-Some
no cage. Call 338-9092.

•

cide-related

Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 8667476
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Retail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.
King/Queen
Mattresses

CHECK OUT THE
. Scholarships Hall of
Fame and free legal opinion on www.whipcash.
com'

and box springs. $50 for
,set $30 extra for frame.
Call 322-2422 aft. 3pm

Private LivingAreas & Bath
Shared CommonAmenities

EVERGREENSUITES384-1600

··.'
i
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Oakworks Pro Massage
Table, white kid leather,
6mo. old, $900 new, sell
for $350. Call 371-6984
Queen

~~I~:lii~e~~~~;~7~129.

117.
'97, Green
Saturn.
5
sp. Spoiler, sun-roof, cd
player. $2800 obo. Needs
to selll Contact
989-

9102/989-9082.
1887 Antique
London
Piano, pristine cond., fine
detail, inlaid w/motherof-pearl
$300 obo. Call
429-1\06
1973 MOBILE
HOME
for sale. 935 sq.ft. 3bd/
Iba $10,500 call Bryan or
Gina 345-2712
1988 Volvo, runs great,
no problems. Only 2 owners with all records. 190k,
AIT, good gas mil. $24001
obo. 939-9165
1991
Jeep
Renegade,
wht/tan, 98K, 6cyl., great
shape! $5700/0bo. Contact Ric @602·9501
1993 NISSAN SENTRA
Runs great, w/ncw tires,
baltery, waterpump,
&
belts. Problem free. $500
459-4996 eve/weekends
old male Pitbull,
sweet, good w/kids.
cropped, microchip.
Call 794-2788

2 1\vin
wood
under,
board.

Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Starting at $29S!mo.

OSU is an AAJEOE.
Brlnglnad&recelveSlOO

NewDinerinDowntown.

otfhlmonthrenl

Boise now hiring cooks,

Includesall utilities,cablel
Sowboard-Ride
lSScm
Timeless
wlbindings.
Barely used, great Condition!!! $250 obo. Call
860~2441

'92 Chevy S-10. Less
than lOOk miles. Silver,
great condition.
$3950
obo. Call 345-8204 ext.

lyr
very
Ears
$50

and names and addresses'
of three references to: Dr.
Terry Miller, Director;
NPIC; EMT Dept.; Oregon State University; 333
Weniger; Corvallis, OR
97331-6502.
Review of
applications begins as positions become available.
Position
# 001-2127P.

Pillow Top mat-

tress set. Brand new, still

Writers, Artists Wanted
Get involved in new
student magazine by BSU
Publication club. publicationclub@
hotrnail.com

NPIC and detailed positionannouncement).
Send
letter of application, CV,

LAPTOP Compaq
Presario,2100US/14.1"
display, 512 MB RAM,
1.60 GHz, 30GB, XP, &
extras $650 447-1026

•,
•

1 block to SUB-rm for
rent WD, no smoke/pets,
full use of kitchen, all util
incl. $245 + dep. 3444430 or 867-9635
2 ROOMS FOR RENT
in 6 bdrmhouse.
M/F
smoker or non $250·275
$150 dep. share util
Call 861'-0629
3 bed/l
bath
house.
Hardwood floors. Auto.
sprinklers.
Sewer/trash
paid. $750/mo.
Call 345-8204 ext. 117

3BD/2BA

w/garage, WI
D, OW, 1006 S. Wilson.
$750 inc! sit, 602-950 I.
jenjones@eableone.net
3bdrm/2ba log home
gas heat+wood stove, Off
N36th/must see. No fresh·
men please, Non-smoking
females only. $795/mo.
lease till Jun I
208-322-7979
Be the 1st to live at Mal·
rard Court. Studios, I, 2
bdrms, lofts. Include WD,
covered pkng, clean bum·
ing natural gas furnaces &
hot water heaters. Close to
BSU-starting at $515 Call
386-9318 or 761-9696

/'y"'"

9tV.19 ,~,-;~z.~

Mattresses in Tall
frame w/drawers
open shelf headGood condo $80.

Affordable
Downtown
living

870-1580
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new .in' box.
Retail $2250,
sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
88' Ford Countour
SE,
4dr sedan, all power, CD,
AC, 6cyl, 5spd tran. 71k
$37000bo 447-1602
sooahinc@email.com

$475 or $595
• £le",lo,.
• Dircctlyol'TfJJl[rom
117.co
• 14.lIo"r j/lnt.tf room
• BuriheJS Center

• Secured Ace ...

Driver's side mirror that
fits on 1998-2001 Ford
Explorer
or
Mercury
Mountaineer. Asking $55.
Call 631-2096

Room for Rentl 2 bd/2ba.
Historic house. 8 blocks
from campus. $350/mo +
half utilities. Call Leif at
, 830·3847.
ROOMATE
WANTED
2bdrm Apt., $300/mo.
utilities
included.
Call
794-5580
ROOMATE
WANTED
Large N. End 51Thatcher
home $300/mo. util. incl.,
Avail. immed. Cail Chris
608-0515
Spacious
2bd daylight
basement. Walk to class,
park for free, free internet.
$495/mo + util. Ig bdrm,
living & dining room,
kitchen, WD No drinkersl
smokers. Call 336·9091.

BE A BARTENDER,
No experience neces·
sary, hands on training in
Boise, must be 18 yrs or
older, make $100-150 per
shift, job placement/get •
certified. Call 333-tips
(8477)

dishwashwait staff
for brkfst, lunch, dinner
shifts. Call 424-3676 or
come by 500 S. Capitol
m-f9-5

ers,

F. Roommate

wanted!

$188/mth. + utI. Private
bedroom. Close to campus. Contact 890-7826.
FEMALE
ROOMATE
Non-smoker for 4bd/3ba
house I block to BSU.
$250 includes utilities.
Call 343-2213
Live by yourself. Do your
laundry for free while you
use free internet! Great
Ibdrm daylight basement
apt 1 block from campus.
$395+elec, WD, free parking. No drinkers/smokers.

bussers,

Quest Contractor
has immediate openings
for outside Direct Sales
Rep. Earn about $10001
wk commission!!
Work
hrs M·F 4pm - 830pm,
Sat. 9am - 5pm. Call 800·
955·7350
Science
Camp
Teachers The Discovery Center of Idaho is searching
for teachers to work 2-6
hr Saturdays during the
school year. Ability to
teach
multiple
grades,
must have classroom exp:
certification
preferred.
Many topics to be covered, some curriculum
provided and opportunities for new activities. Opportunities to teach week
long classes during spring
& summer breaks. $15/hr
w/some paid planning
time. Send covcr letter,
resume, & ref's to Kris
Allison 131 Myrtle St.,
Boise, ID 83102 EOE
Small Law Firm looking
for a runner. Must have
reliable transportation and
current insurance. Ple~se
send resume to: PO BOX
2322 Boise,lD 83701

BroncoJobs

4lI"tiiiii'iii'i'?Uil'\l1'Xj
Lookingfor
Jobs

We need enthusiastic
individuals with
excellent verbal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.

while you are a

student,

Career

Opportunities,

or
DESIGNYOUROWN
SCHEDULE
EVENINGand WEEKEND
HOURSAVAILABLE

Free job-referral
service

.Paid training
• Casual environment
• Flexible schedule

$7 to $12 per hr

Click BroncoJobs

Please call for
more information

at http://
career.boisestate.edu

888-1464.

Diamond
Wedding
Ring size 5, I carat total
weight-3/8 center stone,
18 accent stones. $6000bo
Call 794-640 I

336-8787

prepcooks,

Newly Built

Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
Dell Pentium 4 2GHz
Computer. 40 gig HD,
CDRornlCDRW,
floppy,
15" LCD, Windows XP.
$599/0bo. 284-2939

computerlab. Open 7 days
a week

Internships?

1&2 Bedrooms

issues. Posi-

tions require: Minimum
of a B.S. degree, with an
M.S. strongly preferred, in
toxicology, .environ-mental chemistry, bio-technology, agricultural sciences,
public health, or closely
related area. Spanish fluency highly. desirable.
(Access
http;/Inpic.orst.
edu for information about

658·4888

Do you want to be part
of something unique and
public
service-oriented?
NPIC (National Pesticide
Information Center) is the
only service of its kind in
the US NPIC, located at
Oregon State University,
is currcntly recruiting for
Faculty Research Assistants. These individuals
will hclp NPIC fulfill its
mission of delivering objective, science-based information about pesticiderelated issues to the public
and professionals. Duties
include:
Participate
in
the development of pesticide-related fact sheets;
, Respond to telephone and

Crossword'
ACROSS
t Sing like a ..

. songbird .'
.
. 7 •.Study intensl~ely
.11 Muckraker' .: .'
Tarbell: ..•.. :.
14.EgyptianjudQe
ofthe dead':.,
15~'Joa,nie Lolie~ .•.•..
,'.
'.Chachi" star:..' "
16.Wet dirt ..:....,.'.'.
. WBiting pest" '.
18 Hardup;
20 Spa employee
22 Veleran seafarer
23 Addis£,Eth.'
27 Encircle'
.
'30. ,Stlcker~iwes,"
35 Persian poet
Khayyam,
36 To some extent
37 Inhuman
creatures
38 Walk to a.ndfro
39 IBM feature from
1981
40 Harris and O'Neill
41 English school
subj.
42 Price proposals
43 Ring legend
44 Debates
45 Christiania,
today
46 In a deceptive
manner
48 Goblet part
49 Attuned
50 Opie's aunt
52 Author of "Our
Game"
58 Wall coatings
63 Evil
64 Practical joke
65 Burn ointment
66 Manufacture
67 Want_
68 La-cal
69 Toadies
DOWN
1 Low character
2 On a cruise
3 Disencumbers
4 Bikini tops
5 Queue
6 Arm of the sea
7 "48 Hours"
network

4

3

2

5

12

6

64
67

©

2004 Tribune

8 Hamlin pest
9 Broadcast
10 Protective ditch
11 Official approval
12 Expected
13 Annex
19 Capital of
American
Samoa
21 Slugger's stat
24 Sourness
25 Takes the odds
26 Silly person
28 Jacob's favorite
wife
29 Formal,
informally
30 Dances low to
the ground
31 Stand firm
32 Bike pouches
33 Couples of golf
34 Mas' mates
40 French pronoun
41 Medical pic.
43 Arctic sea bird
44 Fervor
47 Sushi choice

Solutions

51
53
54
55
56

Etc.'s cousin
Essential part
Lifetimes
Wander about
Surf sound
57 Biblical
paradise

Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (Nov. 18).
Your temper may flare at a
situation where you feel out of
control. It's like trying to stop
the tide by grabbing handfuls of
waves as they come in. Accept
what's so, for starters.
To get the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10 is the easiest day,
o the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 - You can't afford
to sign up for ali expensive class
right now, but situations change.
Save your money and finish up
what you've begun.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today isa 6· Don't make a lot
of noise about it, just firmly
maintain your position, Stay
secure without drawing much
attention to yourself.
Gemini (May 21·June 21)
Today is an 8 - The thrill of
possible new adventures could
definitely get in the way of
the boring old routine you're
supposed to follow now. Don't
let that create a problem.

Cancer (June 22·July 22)
Today is a 7 - Love clashes
with business temporarily.
It's a difficult choice. Put big
purchases on hold for a while,
and take care of your family first.
Leo (July 23·Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 • Continue to voice
your considerations. Don't let
yourself be"bullied. If you don't
mention something that you're not
comfortable about, nobody will.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Se~t. 22)
Today is a 6 - Do what's needed
to make sure services promised
are being provided. This exercise
pays more than just money; it's
good for your reputation.
Libra (Sept. 23·0et. 22)
Today is a 6 - Rebellion may be
stirring within you, don't take it
out on your co-workers. Use it
to motivate yourself to be even
more creative.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 6 - The more you
ponder, the more things you see
that probably aren't going to work.
Don't be discouraged, this is the
reason you're doing this review.

Excellenl pay!
Flexible schedules!

THERE f'\UST BE f'\ORE
TO I"\ANII-GING THII-N
GIVING VII-GUE DIRECTIONS II-ND PUNISHING PEOPLE FOR NOT
REII-DING f'\Y f'\IND.

BUT I LIKE TO
PLA'{ WITHIN
f'\'{ GII-f'\E.

I
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Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - Fantasies turn into
plans that turn into innovations
that really happen. Somebody's
going to transform your life. If
you don't do it, who will?

I.JI\KE l"\E UP
WHEN SOl"\E
OF THIS IS
ABOUT l"\E.

AND YOU ARGUE
WITH PEOPLE
WHO ARE l"\UCH
SI"\ARTER

E

--..

Aquarius (Jan. 2O·Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 - Continue to support
your dream, but you can be
forgiven if you're a little elusive
about explaining what it is. You
shouldn't show your critics or
competition unfinished work.

No Experience Necessary!

WHEN I ~S '{OUR
II-GE. II-SOK, I TOO
.SOUGHT THE THRILL
OF VICTORY II-ND THE
PLEASURES' OF THE
FLESH. -

, ..-

Capricorn (Dec. 22·Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 - You'll see, pretty
soon, how important it is to keep
financial matters private. If you
lose, you'll get kidded. If you
win, they'll be jealous. Just don't
bring up the matter at all.

FALL EXPANSION

J

.. T.-

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 ~You're headed
for a roadblock, and possibly
some frustration. Just when you
figure out how to do. something,
somebody else won't let you do
it. Be patient.

Customer Sales/Service

15 (>'tUS1"IFFe.D AND O'lleR
llu~e'T
... •

'nIe u~AIl

58 Links org.
59 Young bloke
60 Wallach of "The
Magnificent
Seven"
61 Hogwash!
62 Notice

By Linda C. Black
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Call 336·9091.
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, appreciata aBtha congratulatory calls Igot
• after my vIclo!Y :... espe<:laUv lheone from
Elill O'Reilly, which made me very sweaty"
.

.

III

BUT II-FTtR TWENT'l
YEII-RS OF NOT GETTING
EITHER ONE; I I"\ADE
CONVENIENCE l"\'{
NEW l"\ISTRESS.

v
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Find success and satisfaction in our newest facility. Build your dream career in the
midst of some very real momentum at our new Meridian tacilitv.

COLLECTIONS REPRESENTATIVES
CUSiOMER SERVICE REPRESE~JTAT!VES
Full-time and Part-time opportunities available.
Reap the rewards of our exceptional Incentives Program, which offers ambitious
individuals additional income on top of their regular paycheck for successfully
promoting our wide variety of products and services.
Your rewarding future will include a competitive
start day one, including:

rate and exceptional benefits that

• Comprehensive Medical, Dental, Life & Vision Coverage
8401{k), Pension Plan, Stock Option and Stock Purchase Program
• Up to 80% Tuition Reimbursement
• On-Site Fitness Center and Cafeteria
8 Free Employee Checking Account, Discounted Credit Cards,
Mortgages, Home and Auto Insurance
Apply now. Call1-aOO-714-CITI

(2484)

or visit

www.careers.cltlcards.com

Citiis brand new facility is -located at:

_2200 South Cobalt Point Way
Silver Stone Business Park
(corner of Eagle Rd' and Overland Rd)
"Aorirli~n
.In.:lhn
1"1""'1 I ..... \A. If ...... "". ''''',

L'lv~r'lch\yt·
An:EqliCiiOppurlmiityEmployerM/F!O!v:·
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"THINK SNOW"
A'L TERNATIVEL
SOME

OTHER

WINTER

will see a closed gate. Walk through the gate

JANA HOFFMAN
Culture Writer
With Bogus Basin, Brundage, Sun Valley and
now Tamarack ski resorts so near and dear,
skiing and snowboarding are convenient and
popular Idaho winter pastimes. Yet, these are
not the only winter sports worthy of indulgence. Let us examine some of our other wintry options.
Snowshoeing
Snowshoes are much more than tennis rackets for the feet. They mobilize wilderness lovers
to traverse land snow boots can only dream of.
The ~ood news for first timers is that it's been
said ifyou can walk, you can snow shoe," and
the gear is relatively inexpensive. Shoes can be
found for under $100. Apparel and poles are
the same used in skiing I snowboarding.
Idaho has quite a few ideal places for snowshoeing. Sandpoint, Idaho holds Schweitzer
Mountain where twelve miles of groomed
cross country trails await anxious feet, and for
a reasonable fee.
Sun Valley, Idaho's world renowned resort
town, is a key Idaho spot for snowshoers. The
North Valley Trails offer 20 km of snowshoe
trails running through gorgeous scenery in the
Sawtooth National Recreation Area.
At Galena Lodge, also in Sun Valley. the cost
of discovering 53 km of beautiful trails is $15,
this includes snowshoe rental and a $3 trail
fu~

,

Sledding has definite juvenile connotations
attached to it, which are completely unfounded-unless one has participated in renegade
Simplot Hill sledding. Full grown, healthy
adults enjoy sledding and deserve to know
about prime locations for this fabulous alternative winter sport.
One of the premiers located off a dirt road
one mile into Idaho City. Directions: Take
way 21 one mile into the small town. Tum
ri t onto Granite Creek Road. Drive 500 ft. un. you approach a large open area wher~ you

g.
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SPORTS

and then continue on for about 1/4 of a mile.
Straight ahead will be a pristine sledding hill.
Brundage Mountain Resort in McCall Idaho
has lift -served snow tubing, whereby they lift
you to the top of the mountain, give you a tube
and then away you go. The Brundage tubing
experience is best described as "less hiking and
more tubing."
From tubes to toboggans, sleds cost anywhere from $15-$250. If speed is the need, and
you are partial to "cheap," dress up that sled
with and ample amount of wax applied to the
bottom. Be sure to wear a helmet.
Ice-skating
In a world rampant with romantic comedies,
it's safe to say that a whole lot of them include
ice-skating scenes where a couple ends a perfect day together at a skating rink. Undoubtedly one of the two will have pathetic ice-skating
skills, and the other will sweetly assist them in
finding some semblance of balance. In the ultimate pursuit of happiness, it is recommended
that one would pay attention to romantic comedies and with fervor, give those movies' love
tactics a whirl-or at least try ice skating.
For the woodsy at heart, Winchester Lake in
North Idaho holds heated yurts, 7 km of cross
country trail, and a lake ready for not only for
ice-skating, but also for ice-fishing. For a serious backcountry getaway in an Idaho State
Park, Winchester Lake is a hard core option.
Then again, not everyone has time to travel
to North Idaho for an ice-skating yurt excursion. McCall is much nearer to BOise and holds
home to the Manchester Ice and Event Centre,
a brand new indoor skating rink located in the
center of town. Also, Idaho Ice World is right
here in Boise, in the Outlet Mall complex.
There it is. With tile winter blues attempting
to push us into hibernation, these three activities promise to keep us in good s~irits and
good shape. Get out and enjoy Idaho s beautifullandscape. Here's to Jack Frost.
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YOUR ADRENALINE
WITH FREESKIING

BY KELSEY GOLDENIJROWN
Special to The Arbiter
It's winter and you decide to go to Bogus Basin to
test your athletic abilities on a new medium: snow.
You've more than likely mastered the greens of the
golf course with your Wal-mart clubs, conquered the
north fork of the Payette in your inflatable kayak, and
ridden every foothill trail at breakneck speed on your
huffy, ~ut now those freezing temperatures have arrived Without your consent and all your favorite venues are frozen solid under a foot of snow. Not wanting to cower in your home until the spring thaw, you
choose to shake off the dust and master a new sport.
You rent some questionable equipment and brave
the white-knuckle drive up to Bogus. You feel confident that you will stay wann and look the part in your
new pair of insulated Carhart coveralls. You hop the
chairlift assuring yourself that you will be the coolest person on the mountain by lunchtime. As you
approach the top of deer point you see something
you may have heard about: massive mounds of snow
shaped into a variety of jumps known as the terrain
park. Now you and I know that snowboarders are
for the most part insane, wishing themselves an early demise by hurling their bodies over these jumps
at high speeds. This is affectionately referred to as
"bucking your meat." A few snowboarders make an
attempt at &lory and ... wait a minute? What is that
skier doing in the terrain park? He must be lost. No.
He must be out of control ... he's going backwards
and he's heading right for the biggest jump! Can he
see where he's headed? The skier fires himself over 4FRNT, who focus on riding in the terrain park. This
the jump, spins his body one and a half times while explosion of interest has resorts across the world trygrabbing the edge of his ski and lands safely forward. ing to build bigger and more irmovative jumps, some
You've just witnessed a switch 540. Chances are that as long as 130ft. Not to mention halfpipes. The new
nutcase you saw was me, or any of the other skiers resort to our north, Tamarack, has said that not only
that are enjoying the challenges of a new sport know will they dedicate ten acres of the resort to a terrain
park but will also have a 500 ft Superpipe. Day pass
as "freeskiing."
Ten years ago a revolutionary pew type of ski hit tickets are reasonably priced for co!!e~estudents at
the market, the twin tip. Unlike traditional skis twin $35. Bogus also has plans to expand meir park with .
tips turn up at both ends to facilitate skiing back- more rails and jumps. Perhaps som.eday the ~P{l.er
wards or "switch." These skis are shorter and weigh . management will see the light and build a halfpipe
less. They also have the bindings mounted near the and a larger more aggressive terrain park.
On any given day at Bogus you can easily find local
center of the ski where traditional skis mount about
two thirds of the way back. The center mount al- freeskiers hucking their meat off the massive wedges
lows skiers to spin and keep the swing weight even. of the Playboy Terrain Park. If you are a park virgin
Try spinning a ruler on your fmger at the nine inch Bogus can accommodate you with the much smaller
mark. Today with major venues for the sport, such jumps of the Playground Terrain Park. Ifyou are lookas the X-Games, and guys like Johnny Moseley doing ing to expose yourself to severe bodily harm-there
his famous "Dinner Roll" (an off axis 720) at the 2002 are always the rails. Much like the rails you can find
Olympics, the sport has taken off and is increasing in in skate parks, these come in all shapes and sizes. I
popularity at an exponential rate. Bogus local John personally don't much care for sliding rails due to the
danger they {lose to my posterity. The ski patrol used
Symms has flipped and spun his way to the national
level of competition with major sponsors. The rise to treat sprained thumbs,' blown knees, and the ocof freeskiings popularity has spawned several new casional broken leg. Now with people trying jumps
independent ski companies, such as Annada and way over their ability level there are more severe inSee freeskiing page 7
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SNCJWBOARDING FASHIONS MATURE
AS}'SOOMERS EMBRACE THE SPORT
BYJACKIEWHITE,',
Knight Ridde~:~ew~papers

Park, Kan.
.
'.;, Robinson's friend, Gary McClure, 57, start'ed mixing boarding with his sJd schedule a couple
. , ..
In 1990 Craig Robinson was in Vail, Colo.,
of years ago. And after 32 years, he, too, has turned
and feeling frustrated with l~s skiingskllla'Heweni'
his bact on skis. "It's more comfortable. The gear is
in search of new terrain, and when.he carne upon
more coJnfortable.And it's less expensive," says Mea place promoting snowboarding tickets for $~;he, .... Clute, an analyst with the Federal Emergency Manthought, "Whynot?"
: .:".,
'..
.~
. agement;Agency.
Today Robinson, 51, a printer.fsan enthu-,:.
The two men recently returned from Salt
siastic convert to sliding down a mountain with feet
Lake'CiW; where they both won gold medals in a
anchored to a solid narrow strip, "I'm just refusing
competition sponsored by the United States Recreto put skis on," he says. ....•.\,',
ational;Skiing Association.
Robinson of Prairie Village, Kan.; is one of
:. Details are among the features that set
a growing demographic group of avtd ol~ersnow-snowboard
clothing apart. They have padding in the
boarders. It's a surprising culturalchange, A decade . elbows, bottom and knees. "You either kneel or sit
ago, boarding was dominated byhotdoggiIlgyouths
to buckle in," Robinson says. "You really need that
wearing loose.hip-hop and grurigelike.apparel.
padding."
..' .",
' .
. . . But hi recent years older skiershave discov-'
Because boarding is such it strenuous activered the joy of.boarding. (They maintain it's easiity, participants get warmer.faster, explains Aileen
er onknees aIidjoints.) And in response, clothing
Chellis, .owner of Flatlanders, .a' Kansas City area
manufacturers are offering smartly colored, looserski store. As she points to multiple zippers on khaki
cut jacketBaiId,pants that make it easier to take the
cargolikE!pants, she saYlisnowboarders need more
. inevitable tumbles. Butthey are,a long way from the
cool-down vents. The gloves have strong leather inearlygrunge looks.
".,'.
.sets'~o
p1~e it easier togrlp the board and provide
;:;. ';"Snowboarders
have discovtii.'eu.thatwe;fr~supportftlrwrists.
.:' ..... ..' .
ing a cotton sweat shirt is not a g0<ldj~¢~( ~/saYs¥ary:-'." _.:
Certainly the increase in boarders has
McKhann, the managing editorofSnowllidustries
.,···spawned more so-called cross-over jackets with
Letter and a senior boarder.
, :: ,
,a
loose: fit for skiers who also board. And people
The clothes are "just different, a different
who are testing boarding tend to wear ski clothing.
style, I can't tell you how," says Jamie Walton, the
"We're all trying to do the same tiling out there,"
snowboard manager at Sitzmark Sports in Overland

Walton says, "stay warm and dry."
Robinson says he didn't buy new clothes
for about a year and his first purchase was a pair of
trousers.
More men are found in tile older snowboarding ranks. About one in three are women,
McKhann says. "For years I didn't do it because I
thought I was too old. Then I got to be SO old, I didn't
care. And the clothing selection for both men and
women now is more plentiful. "The colors were dark
and drab. They were all wearing black and green,"
she says. "Now they have a lot more color. They
have lavenders and blues. It's fun."
The snowboarding apparel industry is still
only a blip in the overall ski clothing industry. In
2000-2001 it made up about 15 percent of sales at
specialty and chain sports stores, says Betsy Brown,
of the VIrginia-based Snow Sports Industries of
America. In 2001 it was a $113 million market, compared to the entire industry sales of $691 million.
In that season, sales included 54 million
tops and 45 million bottoms. It was a drop from the
peak of the fall and winter of 1999-2000 when 60
million tops and 53 million bottoms moved out of
stores. "That was an especially good snow year, as I
recall," Brown says.
(c) 2002, The Kansas City Star.
Distributed by Knight Ridder/Tribune
tion Services.
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Getti ng ready for a ski trip'"
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Known benefits
A helmet can prevent some
kinds of head InJurtes In Iowor moderate-speed
? Lacerations
?EyeJnjurtes

_ . . .... ....
~~.

I

? Can'i ~nt~thorserlous
inJury In hlgh-speedaccldents,·

? Not deslgn~;I~'proteCl ~Ie
In ski racing and trick." :',

\.'-. ':",--~- ,:.-_~}<. ;X{~':~;':~;,i

Arm, elbow,

wrist, hand, shouldor
17% to 25%01 downhill (alpIne)
ski injuries

teet;~gelllly

. andblilldup!;,.··

especlally cotIisions wi1h troes . ,

"Im~breaklloWn

:

Thumb
Caused by falling onto hand while hpldlng
ski pole; some pole designs prevent this

Are bicycle

1:IeI.~' ..

No; laboratories 1hattBllt .
resistance have lo,wei$lilJ'l(:I8l
helmets than for ski helmllls<'

On lowel

and lean forward
11elpet'hokls

Umits of protection

l~oM
'.,

pull

Hamstring
Kneel

? Deslgnedtop,.neCtiho~~
.accldent;llilOWlxiardersofler\w1pe
. out manytlmB$.and 1llP!l~';

ClOSS

fOOlOVeTopposlteknee

as

and

direcllon; hold 45

. .Not·d-='dr:=

. ..' Upper leg stretch

; Put knell on chair or lable.hold foot with
F~~~~-t~-.d..~nf~t~#~~r45
sec.

? Concussion, a sign of potentially SerioUs braln injury

Common cause
Bindings that do not release

back

rotate upper body In other

•
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F'REESKIING

frampageS
juries such as broken noses, jaws, ribs, pelvises, backs,
and even skulls. I watched a guy who had never hit a rail
try to slide the meanest one bogus has. He broke his jaw
and knocked out most of his front teeth. I've also seem
parents take their kids into the Playboy Terrain Park and
take them out on a stretcher after the four year old tried
to go off the 50 ft jump. The terrain parks are dan&erous and Bogus does prohibit inverted aerials. It is unportant for your safety and the safety of others that you
follow the rules and know the terrain as well as your own
abilities. This will make your park experience a pleasant
one. So now that your Carharts are soaked clear through
you hopefully have explored a new adrenaline sport that
can help you cope with your off season. For those of us
who suffer snow withdrawals during the summer, there
is always Mt. Hood. Just this side of Portland and with
the only year round skiing in the northern hemisphere
it attracts those who believe summer is the off season. I
take a couple trips up there every summer, camp out below the mountam and enjoy skiing in 70 degree weather.
That is usually enough to hold me over until the snow
flies on the slopes of bogus.
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THE WINTER
BLU S
BY AMBER FUGER
Culture Writer
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The luscious bright green sceneries of summer are now distant memories and the beautiful auburn colors and the briskly warm weather
of fall have recently come to pass.
It is becoming colder and the days are shorter. The days of biking on bogus until dusk and
climbing a rock at sunset now past. Winter is
near and the sticky white stuff will soon fall relentlessly from the sky.
The transition period has set in. The point
when all of the "Winter Guides" hit the stands.
Winter sport magazines fill their pa~es with
feature interviews of professional skiers and
boarders. Recaps of last season competitions
flood the outdoor channel and winter web pages.
.
'Tis the season for anxious anticipation to
flow out of every skier and snowboarder you
meet on the street. It is also the season for rock
climbers, mountain bikers, wake boarders and
even skateboarders to hunker down and hibernate for the next nine months. The point when
all you seem to do is fill your time with memories of the past months or aspirations of the
coming season.
Summer sports enthusiasts put down the
Twinkies and visualize a way in which you can
train or mirror you favorite summer rush. For
the soul freeing adrenaline junkies, ~ snowboarding where your arms are free to aze the
mountam as you carve across your pa . Those
who seek out the thrill of control ill the wildest scenarios test out a pair of skis and immerse
yourself in trees on a stellar powder day as you
pierce through the snow making swift turns. '
If these traditional winter sports persistently
dissuade you, there are other options to maintain your physical stamina and obtain the rush
you crave.
Summer sport enthusiast, Rich Gardunia,
desperately lon&s for the past days of summer.
Scaling mountams by grasping on to any crevasse in a massive rock mountain in Northern
California are memories Gardunia taps into to
find the motivation to keep in shape. Recollections of an exciting summer in the mountains,
but for Gardunia it is all on the brink of reality

once again.
Ice climbing ~s how Gardunia gets h!s fix.
Gardunia and his reers chase the snow m the
winter in search Q that iceberg of a mountain
to sticktheir sRiked shoes into.
"If you don t train it will kill you next summer,' said Gardunia. He has found an equal. A
. winter sport whe!e the physicalrequirements
mirror those of hIS summer passion. Garduma
studies the pages of Alpinism and Vertical Rock
and Ice during the transition period to check
out the latest equipment and scope out wishful
destinations.
Gardunia is also an avid mountain biker during the spring and summer season. Mountain
biking in snow is not an easy challenge to conquer. There are ways to endure the thrills of
mountain biking. Orie is take off for a month
and bike in Mexico. For most people this is a
dream that will one day come true. Realistically
it is not impossible to take on the challen~e of
climbin& mountain upon mountain of smgle
track trails. . The thriU of the great outdoors
is hard to fully embrace from a television monitor. The winter months are just as thrilling.
There are many ways to get the rush so many
seek. A few tips that Gardunia laid out helped
him find his happy medium and might help
other summer sports enthusiast thrill seeking
adrenaline junkies find theirs.
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SNCWBCARD
BY CRAIG WELCH AND JONATHAN MARTIN
The Seattle Times

Craig Kelly, the pioneering snowboarder who became
his sport's Michael Jordan, died just as he was tapping
into the newest niche of a backcountry ski Craze he
helped create.
The four-time world champion and three-time
U.S. Open champion snowboarder was killed in an avalanche along with six others Monday when a 100-foot
wall of snow crushed them during a guided ski outing
near Revelstoke, B.c. He was 36.
.
Kelly stumbled into boarding so early _ the early 1980s
_ he once had to explain to Mount Baker Ski Area officials
how the fat, wooden plank worked. He became so synonymous with the sport that a clothing line was named for
him and he was photographed in magazines shredding
mountains from Chile and Japan to Russia and Iran.
At the time of his death, he was living in Nelson, B.C.,
and training to guide tourists on the kind of backcountry
adventures that had made him so famous that overseas
visitors used to stop at Mount Baker hoping to photograph him.
"From the very beginning, he was the local guy at the
hill who was better than everybody else," said profession, al West Seattle snowboarder Mike Ranquet, who traveled
the world snowboarding with Kelly. "I idolized the guy."
But two decades of experience and a reputation for being so avalanche-wary he would annoy ski partners with
his meticulous snow testing weren't enough Monday.
Led by Selkirk Mountain Experience, owned by famed
guide Ruedi Beglinger, Kelly was among a group of21 skiers who had been traversing a 30- to 35-degree slope in
two teams, one above the other, on the Durrand Glacier,
34 miles northeast of Revelstoke. About 10 a.m., a slide
swept some of the 14 in the upper group, and all seven of
the lower group, 300 feet down the mountain, burying at
least 11 of them. The seven who died suffocated under up
to 5 feet of snow.
In addition to Kelly, dead are Kathleen Kessler, 39,
Truckee, Calit: Dennis Yates, 50, Los Angeles; Vernon
Lunsford, 49, Littleton, Colo.; Dave Finnery, 30, New
Westminster, B.c.; Naomi Heffler, 25, Calgary, Alberta;
and a 50-year-old from Canmore, Alberta, whose family lives in Europe and had not been notified. Canadian
authorities are still investigating what caused the avalanche.
"The irony was (Kelly) went over there to pick up pointers from this guide," said Rob Loughan, owner of a Bothell-based software company who recently partnered with
Kelly in a Nelson, B.c., backcountry snowcat skiing operation. "He was just going over to hang out for the day."
Kelly's growth as a snowboarder mirrored the industry's
explosion. He stumbled into the sport through bicycling,
and through his hometown neighbor Jeff Fulton.
In the early 1980s, as inventor Jake Burton was still pe.rfectingearly boards, Fulton bec;une perhaps the first. III
,Washington to ride one. Fulton s parents owned a bike
shop and had sponsored Kelly, who grew up in Mount
Vernon, Wash., as a rider.
"Craig was just a BMX rat who used to hang around,"
Fulton said. "When I couldn't get my ski buddies to try
snowboarding, I just grabbed the BMX team and took
them to the mountain. Craig took to it right away."
The pair and a handful of others, including Ranquet,
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quickly became known as the Mount Baker Hardcores,
carving arching lines in the snow and experimenting with
tricks and jumps before most skiers knew boards existed.
"He was just so artful," Loughan said. "And he was doing it on equipment unlike what we have today."
Kelly's style _ with his knees unusually close together
_ was graceful, powerful and unmistakable. Amy Howat
leamed to snowboard by spotting Kelly from the chairlift
and chasing him down runs at Mount Baker.
"I distinctly remember being able to spot him Iroma
mile away, because he had such a distinct and strong
style," said Howat, who later toured the world circuit as
a snowboarder.
Kelly dominated the growing world circuit of snowboarding in the late 1980s and early 1990s. He pioneered
half-pipe tricks, turning some of the first back-to-back,
540-degree midair spins in competition. He starred in
Warren Miller ski flicks. Loughan recalled recently finishing an apres-ski round of beers at a B.C. pub, when
the bartender stopped him from paying the tab by saying. "Oh, the guy in the Craig Kelly hat got the bill." The
bartender didn't realize it was actually Kelly beneath the
hat.
Kelly stuck with his original sponsor, Burton Snowboards, even as other opportunities emerged, and helped
the company develop new products.
'
"When Istarted listening to Craig, my company took
off," said company founder Jack Burton at the annual
TransWorld Snowboarding Industry Conference in June.
"When the rest of the industry did, the sport also took
off."
But as equipment improved, so did the snowboarders.
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And as ski areas got crowded, old-timers started pushing
for new terrain.
"It used to be that we could ride all day and find fresh
tracks," Fulton said. "But after a while, we had to start
going higher and higher up the mountains to find fresh
powder. And once you get a taste ofit, there's nothing like
it."
While backcountry skiing had been arotind for nearly a
century, it wasn't until the past decade that nearly every
ski shop carried gear that could allow skiers and snowboarders to easily travel up the mountains themselves.
Kelly rode asplit-board, which he could separate into
skis, strap on synthetic skins for traction, and head up
the mountain as if on free-heeled backcountry skis. Once
at the top, he'd click the board back together, step into
snowboard bindingsand be off. He was hoping to be one
of Canada's first split -board backcountry guides.
"By then, he had the clout not to have to do contests
any more," Ranquet said. "And backcountry is where he
wanted to be."
Kelly's decision to move to Nelson, B.C., to become a
guide was indicative of the province's growing reputation
as a backcountry haven.
"Wilderness tourism" in British Columbia has been
growing by about 10 percent a year for the past four years,
to become an industry worth at least $2.5 billion a year
in Canadian dollars, said Brian Gunn of the province's
Wilderness Tourism Association. Americans are the most
common out-of-province visitors and complain that the
growing number of guiding businesses are booked solid,
months in advance.
Outdoor enthusiasts have watched that growth _ in
Canada and the U.S. _ with some concern. Nancy Coulter-Parker, editor of the Colorado-based Hooked on the
Outdoors magazine, says aggressive marketing by sodapop companies and others has glossed over an edge of
risk.
Kelly himself was once filmed skydiving with his board
for a Wrigley's commercial. "I think it's become a whole
phenomenon," said Coulter-Parker, who has skied with
Selkirk Mountaineering Experience three times. "They've
really glamorized extreme sports. That's made all these
sports seem really accessible to people. They are, but
there's an element of danger that people forget about or
don't want to believe is there."
. BrianLitz, co-founderofBackcountrymagazine,
agrees,
noting sports such as backcountry siding rely on unpredictable conditions that even experts such as mountaineer Alex Lowe, killed in a 1999 avalanche on a Tibetan
mountain _ can't avoid.
He describes Beglinger as an especially safe guide who
knew the Durrand Glacier as well as anyone in the world.
"What happened here with Ruedi isa freak accident,"
said Litz, "Sometimes life isn't on your side."
And Kelly's colleagues describe him as so cautious
that on world trayels he would demand sponsors pay to
bring along a guide from New Zealand _ one of the few
avalanche experts he really trusted. "He was incredibly
. knowledgeable,"
Fulton said. "He was smart, and he
didn't take stupid risks."
.
(e) 2003, The Seattle Times.
Distributed
by Knight Ridder/Tribune
tion Services.
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